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Abstract

An intelligent distributed multi-agent system (IDMS) using reinforcement learning (RL) is a challenging and intricate problem

in which single or multiple agent(s) aim to achieve their specific goals (sub-goal and final goal), where they move their states in

a complex and cluttered environment. The environment provided by the IDMS provides a cumulative optimal reward for each

action based on the policy of the learning process. Most actions involve interacting with a given IDMS environment; therefore, it

can provide the following elements: a starting agent state, multiple obstacles, agent goals, and a cluttered index. The reward in

the environment is also reflected by RL-based agents, in which agents can move randomly or intelligently to reach their

respective goals, to improve the agent learning performance. We extend different cases of intelligent multi-agent systems from

our previous works: (a) a proposed environment-clutter-based-index for agent sub-goal selection and analysis of its effect, and

(b) a newly proposed RL reward scheme based on the environmental clutter-index to identify and analyze the prerequisites and

conditions for improving the overall system.

Index Terms: Intelligent Distributed Multi-Agent System (IDMS), Reinforcement Learning (RL), Sub-Goal. Environment-

Clutter-Index

I. INTRODUCTION

An intelligent multi-agent distributed system (IMDS) is a

monitoring system that achieves an agent’s tasks in a geo-

graphically and computationally distributed environment. An

IMDS has multiple agents and common or conflicting tasks

for agent path planning [1,2]. It can provide flexibility and

extensibility with some of the learned data for monitoring

applications [3]. Such an intelligent system generally adopts

the use of each of the agent-learning processes for autono-

mous path planning towards its respective goals (destina-

tions). The system also requires the development of a

computational multi-agent learning process in a large clut-

tered environment, where the agents have limited capabilities

for path planning, and only have access to partially local

information (knowledge) of their environment depending on

the distributed computing node [3,4]. In such a large, clut-

tered environment, an agent can move randomly towards its

goal. It is desirable for the agent to be intelligently equipped

to move and avoid obstacles in the environment, and to be

able to autonomously learn the shortest path planning to col-

lect environmental knowledge in a minimum amount of time

and steps [1,5].

IMDS is also provided by reinforcement-learning-based
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autonomous multi-agent path planning for monitoring the

environmental infrastructure and resources in the agent com-

putational learning process [6]. Agent path planning based

on reinforcement learning (RL) with multi-agent exploration

enables the evaluation of a cumulative reward for every

action and step. Optimized knowledge for the next available

action is repeatedly needed by the learning process accord-

ing to a learning policy [1,7]. RL is a machine learning algo-

rithm, which is normally based on a reward provided by the

environment in a state transition for an agent learning pro-

cess [8-11]. The learning algorithm requires a system capable

of autonomous acquisition and incorporation of knowledge [9].

It continuously improves and becomes more efficient as the

learning process from an agent’s exploratory experience to

optimize an agent’s learning performance in a time-varying

environment [12,13]. Intelligent machine learning methods

also require the study of computer algorithms to automati-

cally improve the agent learning performance of path plan-

ning [14]. This scheme can attempt to determine a policy

and learn a maximizing cumulative reward for a faster opti-

mal path [15,16]. RL is typically used in multi-agent-based

monitoring systems to solve the problem of learning strate-

gies using an autonomous agent [7,17,18]. It has emerged as

an area of memory capacity and computational power since

the start of the use of learning algorithms [19] in multi-agent

systems. RL is an intelligent learning scheme for dynamic

environments with complex challenges, such as slow learn-

ing speed and hardware limitations. However, it has a prob-

lem that has been diminished owing to ongoing hardware

improvements. The proposed method has been used to

develop time-varying [12,20] and real-time applications [21]

such as mobile robotics. The RL-based multi-agent approach

can counter many different problems, such as machine learn-

ing, to solve multi-agent coordination and collaboration

[22,23].

A. Contributions and Objectives

In this study, we focus on a multi-agent system with col-

laborative agents based on the proposed schemes using rein-

forcement-learning-based agent path planning. The scheme

adopts and extends prior studies [1,7,24] to demonstrate the

agent learning process in a distributed environment with one

or more sub-goals, where multiple agents have different final

goals (destinations) for agent path planning. In prior studies,

RL was mainly used as the agent learning process to self-

improve learning performance [7,10,14,23]. RL is also the

study of machine learning algorithms to automatically

attempt and find maximizing cumulative rewards for faster

optimal path planning in terms of value and policy networks.

The scheme is based on a sharing-information scheme,

which is a communication scheme for an agent learning pro-

cess [1,2,7]. Single and multi-agents can share their path

exploration information with other agents supervised by the

RL-based reward learning method on the existing local

memory node. Without the intelligent scheme, the agent does

not have the capabilities and resources in an entire given

large terrain for learning performance because the initial ran-

dom exploration becomes challenging and relatively noncon-

vergent. However, collaborative agent path planning, depending

on the scheme of sharing information, can improve learning

performance in a given large terrain. In addition, a new sub-

goal-based RL reward function in an environmental clutter-

index is proposed to improve the agent learning perfor-

mance. In particular, the contributions of our research are (a)

the approach of agent sub-goal selection to reduce smaller

agent steps toward the given goal, where these agents can

geographically explore the given environment, and (b) the

approach as part of a newly proposed reinforcement-learn-

ing-based reward scheme for the autonomous and asynchro-

nous triggering of agent exploratory phases.

B. Organization

Section 2 describes the system architecture. Sections 3 and

4 present our proposed method and the experimental results

obtained using the proposed method, respectively. Section 5

presents conclusions and future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND METHODS

The overall architecture shown in Fig. 1 is a clutter-index-

based scheme based on a hybrid P2P [6,10]. The global envi-

ronment (master node) initially assigns collaborating and

monitoring agents in the terrain, which are distributed to the

slave nodes geographically and computationally. Each col-

laborating agent that attempts exploration takes trials for

synchronized real-time situational understanding [1]. The

agents have awareness and decision-making to achieve their

sub-goals and/or final goal (destination) via distributed rein-

forcement reward-based learning. The approach based on an

agent sub-goal selection scheme in a multi-agent skill has

been adopted from previous studies [1,7].

The multi-agent has limited resources and incomplete

knowledge regarding when an agent performs exploration to

find its goals (sub-goal and final goal) in a distributed envi-

ronment. The agent lacks the capabilities and resources

required to span the large terrain of its environment [1,15].

All agents distributed in a given large terrain, however, have

capabilities to share the needed information over a network

[16]. A given agent that surrounds neighboring agents does

not need to run on the same exploring node. Each agent also

does not have prior knowledge of the nodes on which other

agents are running when communicating [1,25-27].
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A. System Process and Structure

Fig. 2 shows the overall system diagram for a clutter-

index-based technique using agent sub-goal selection [28,

29] in clutter-index multi-agent and goal system. Agents

involved with sub-goal(s) are selected by the global environ-

ment for using a clutter-index scheme.

This scheme can automatically and asynchronously trigger

or switch between agent exploratory trials. In particular, each

agent should start its exploratory path planning asynchro-

nously and immediately after the multi-agent finishes the

exploratory trials toward their sub-goals for overall agent

learning performance.

B. Environment-Clutter-Index Node

There is a large terrain with different positioning resources

and obstacles, according to their computationally coordi-

nated environment. Fig. 3 shows two different sample mazes

(8 × 12) that have a single or multiple sub-goals in the case

of computing nodes. An agent can move to reach its goal

(destination) in a computing environment via its sub-goal (s)

to each portion. ▩ denotes obstacles, A denotes an agent, S1

and S2 denote sub-goals, and D denotes the final goal (desti-

nation).

Fig. 4 shows agent path planning, where the agent can

move in only 4-neighbor other directions, namely up, down,

left, and right. In this case, a cluttered index value can be

transferred to the master node to share the information with

any other agent in the task for the next exploration trials.

Agent (A) can be enclosed by obstacles and boundaries. In

the case scenario shown in Fig. 4, the agent can also move in

the downward direction to move to the next available posi-

tion

The proposed scheme using clutter-index value, which is

described in Figs. 5 and 6, requires padding of the agent

environmental terrain with obstacles and boundaries. The

scheme has the clutter-index depending on the obstacles. The

obstacles exist in the vicinity and neighborhood of an agent’s

position on the terrain. In this scheme, an agent does not dis-

tinguish between obstacles and padded boundaries. As shown

in Fig. 5, a clutter-index value in scenario A (four directions)

is derived from several obstacles and boundaries with an

Fig. 1. Overall Hybrid Architecture (P2P / Master-Slave)

Fig. 2. Diagram of Clutter-Index-Based with RL-Based Reward scheme

Fig. 3. Initial Real Terrain for Clutter-Index Value with Agent, Obstacle, Sub-

Goal, and Final Destination 

Fig. 4. Case of Scenarios with Obstacles, Boundaries, and Direction in case

of Obstacle and Border
183 http://jicce.org
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enclosed position in an environment. Each clutter-index

value is defined as four possible directions (up, down, right,

and left) to move the next available position by an agent.

Otherwise, if an agent could take eight possible directions

(above four directions and Up-right, Up-left, Down-right,

and Down-left) to move the next available, a clutter-index

value would be determined by eight possible directions, as in

scenario B in Fig. 5. In the proposed method, we generally

use scenario A for the agent learning process.

C. Equation and Scheme

Here, a new policy equation is reflected by a clutter-index-

based reward. It is expanded from the previous study [1,10],

and the equation proposed with the reinforcement learning

scheme is given below:

(1)

The equation is used to determine the next position when

an agent moves in its environment. It has five terms, as fol-

lows. The first is the repelling term derived from obstacles

that are found by agent path planning. The second term is

the term attracting agents to their given destinations. The

third term denotes the visited frequency (used in learning),

and the fourth is a reward assigned by the global environ-

ment. The last term can help boost the agent path planning

with environment-clutter-index values. As part of the evalua-

tion, the function is defined by the number of obstacles and

boundaries as well as the total number of available free

directions in which an agent can move. The agent policy is

to be learned as a function of agent positions in the comput-

ing node. In the proposed new scheme based on reinforce-

ment-learning-based reward with clutter-index-based values,

multiple agents can explore the next position to reach their

final goal (destination) using the proposed clutter-index-

based scheme.

Fig. 6 describes three agent learning steps; (1) creating a

clutter-index table, (2) placing index values in the table

during agent path planning in the first random trial, and (3)

updating its clutter-index values when the agent explores its

environment to reach its final goal (destination) via its single

or multiple sub-goal (s).

III. RESULTS

A. Case of One Single Sub-Goal based on Clutter-
Index Scheme

Here, we set the terrain and obstacle positions as experi-

mental factors. The two input mazes had identical placement

of resources and obstacles. Only one agent is used to try to

find a single sub-goal; then, it can start exploring to find its

final goal (destination). As shown in Fig. 7, the clutter-index

table created by an agent’s initial random exploration has

different learned clutter-index values in a complex and clut-

tered environment. The clutter-index values can be evaluated

while the agent (A) explores to reach its sub-goal (S). The

Fig. 5. Case of Scenario in Clutter-Index Values with Possible Directions

(Left: A, Right: B)

Fig. 6. Flow Chart of Agent Exploratory Trials Overview.

(Note: Steps of the environmental clutter-index value)

Fig. 7. Clutter-index Values Discovered during the Agent (A) Path-Planning

in the First Random-Exploration Trial to the Sub-Goal (S)
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status of the table needs to be continuously updated during

the exploratory trials until the agent reaches its sub-goal and

final goal (destination).

As shown in Fig. 8, agent (A) is already discovered/

defined with clutter-index values from the first random trial.

After the agent random exploration, the grey positions in the

table are new clutter-index values discovered/updated towards

its sub-goal. Although the agent learns some clutter-index

values in the first random trial, the index values should be

continuously defined and optimized by the agent learning

process until the agent path planning reaches its final goal

(destination).

B. Case of Two Different Sub-Goals based on Clut-
ter-Index Scheme

As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, we set the different scenarios

as follows: A denotes an agent, S1 and S2 denote two sub-

goals, and D denotes the final goal (destination). S1 and S2

are controlled by the same computing node, but in different

positions. The sub-goals (S1 and S2) have different clutter-

index values; as such, S1 has a free index value (0), where

there is no obstacle or boundary surrounding the sub-goal,

while S2 has a cluttered index value (0.75), where there are

two obstacles and one boundary to enclose the sub-goal. The

learning performance of an agent differs depending on how

the clutter-index value in the environment is optimized. The

clutter-index value tables are learned by an agent (A) to the

destination (D) via the sub-goals (S1 and S2). The agent (A)

discovers/defines the clutter-index values in its first random

trial; then, it can continuously try to discover/update the

clutter-index values to find the best-optimized values during

its exploratory trials towards its goal(s) (destination). It cor-

rectly selects the first sub-goal (S1) with the overall learning

performance because S1 has a lower clutter-index value. Fig.

10 shows that the agent selects another sub-goal (S2) after

its intelligent exploratory path planning. The clutter-index

values are discovered/updated by the agent learning explora-

tion until the goal is reached.

According to the experiments, we present and compare the

experimental results with different sub-goals for agent learn-

ing performance. The agent runs to migrate one node in

search of its sub-goal(s) or final goal (destination) to the dif-

ferent positions of an obstacle, initially unknown to the

agent. Some of the positions of obstacles are discovered or

collected into environmental knowledge during the agent

learning exploratory trials using a new clutter-index value

scheme toward the goals.

C. Reward-based Clutter-Index Scheme: 
Single Sub-Goal

Fig. 11. shows the relationship between the total number

of steps versus the total number of trials that an agent takes

Fig. 8. Clutter-Index Values Discovered during the Agent (A) Path-Planning

in the Exploratory Trials to the Sub-Goal and Final Goal (Destination).

Fig. 9. Clutter-Index Values Discovered during the Agent (A) Path-Planning in

the First Random-Exploration Trial to the Sub-Goal (S1).

Fig. 10. Clutter-Index Values Discovered during the Agent (A) Path-

Planning in the First Random-Exploration Trial to the Sub-Goal (S2).
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to reach its final goal (destination) via one sub-goal, while

using agent path planning with the proposed clutter-index-

based reward scheme based on RL. In other words, the agent

can take a smaller number of steps to reach its final goal

(destination) with the proposed clutter-index-based reward

scheme relative to the case where a clutter-index-based

reward scheme is used.

It also uses automatic and asynchronous triggered agent

exploratory trials. The results in Fig. 11 show the different

plots of the effect of the environmental clutter-index in the

case of an agent automatically and asynchronously triggering

an exploratory phase to improve agent learning performance.

These figures also show the number of trials required by the

agent learning process to reach the final goal (destination)

via a single sub-goal.

D. Reward-based Clutter-Index Scheme: 
Different Sub-Goals

There are additional experimental results for the proposed

clutter-index-based reinforcement reward scheme via two

selected sub-goals, with a comparison of the agent learning

performance. In this scenario, agents can select each sub-

goal in a complex and cluttered part of the environment with

a proposed clutter-index-based reward scheme. As shown in

Fig. 12, the two different sub-goals considered in the case

scenario are located at the same node but at different posi-

tions in the terrain. The two sub-goals (S1 and S2) have dif-

ferent clutter-index values; S1 has a free index value (0) and

S2 has a clutter-index value (0.75). Fig. 12 shows that each

sub-goal (S1 or S2) provides the minimum number of steps

in the agent exploratory trials to reach its final goal (destina-

tion) in comparison with using RL with a clutter-index-based

reward scheme. Therefore, the agent finally chooses sub-

goal (S1) for the minimum number of exploratory steps and

better results for the agent learning process and system per-

formance.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The contributions of this research are the analysis and

development of a multi-agent architecture performance and a

new reinforcement learning reward, where an agent deduces

the next position to reach its final destination using a clutter-

index-based scheme on the overall system performance and

the agent learning process through path planning. Each of

the agents begins its exploratory trials asynchronously by

following the agent learning steps: Step A: globally initialize

and create a clutter-index value table; Step B: Randomly

place all index values while exploring agent path planning;

Step C: Discover and update the index values from the sec-

ond exploratory trial until the agent reaches its final goal

(destination) via the sub-goal (s). The experimental result

shows that an agent should take an environment clutter-index

using sub-goal selection to minimize the total number of

learning steps. The agent also needs to select a new agent

environment clutter-index-based scheme with RL-based

reward for improving the agent learning performance.

Future work includes further analysis of optimized sub-

goal selection in more realistic directions to eventually

improve the self-play multi-agent learning scheme of high

performance, followed by collaboration and competition in

the intelligent multi-agent learning process. The work will

additionally study the acquisition case of bad knowledge,

with single or multiple agents acquiring and inheriting non-

useful knowledge to collaborate with other agents in a dis-

tributed multi-agent environment.
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Fig. 11. Steps (Y) vs Trials (X) - Agent, Sub-goal, and Final Goal

(Destination) (Note: With Clutter-Index-based vs Without Clutter-Index-

based).

Fig. 12. Steps (Y) vs Trials (X) - Agent, Sub-Goal (S1, S2), and Final Goal

(Destination) (Note: Agent has two different sub-goals, S1 has clutter-index

value (0) and S2 has clutter-index value (0.75)).
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